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"The essence of Christianity is but the nega‐
tion of the right of Judaism to exist.... The figure of
Jesus is the figure of the universal enemy of Ju‐
daism, the eliminator and destructor of Jewish
law [torat yisrael]. Thus, this figure was abhorred
and despised in the eyes of many Jews with Jew‐
ish consciousness throughout the generations,
and I share this despise and abomination"
(Yeshayahu Leibowitz).[1]

"exploration of divine embodiment that crosses
over to the incarnational" (p. 176).
While, contrary to common perception, vari‐
ous Jewish notions of incarnational thinking can
be traced throughout history, this phenomenon
distinguished itself in Hasidism "when the zaddik,
or righteous master, as axis mundi [center of the
world], supplanted the fetishization of the Book,
which had become the centerpiece of classical
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Magid quotes Leo Strauss, who, similar to Lei‐

they were "not working under a Christian gaze"

bowitz, defined Judaism as "the anti-Christian

and thus free to think outside of it, unlike many
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Jewish thinkers and theologians in western Eu‐

contrast to those views, writes Magid, Hasidism
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phrase that Magid repeats throughout the book,
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tian motifs in order to polemicize against Chris‐
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tianity," but the Hasidic readers in the modern pe‐

innovator of modern Yiddish literature, and his

riod were unaware of the original context of these

book of stories appeared in a bilingual Hebrew-

motifs. The result was "a Jewish theology colored

Yiddish format since its first edition. The lack of

by incarnational thinking" (p. 5).

attention toward the theological significance be‐
stowed by Hasidism on the Yiddish language

Throughout the book's six chapters, Magid

(more than "not Hebrew"), and its relation to the

works on proving these main points. The first

practice of Christianity, is a weak point in an oth‐

chapter gives an overview of Christian tropes as

erwise fascinating examination of Nahman's

divinization and incarnation in Hasidic literature.

charismatic speech, including reaching very inter‐

He cites Sha'arei Gan Eden (1803), a kabbalistic

esting conclusions at its end.

text by Ya'akov Koppel Lifshitz of Mezritch, which
influenced the founder of Hasidism, the Baal

The third chapter deals with Hasidism's de‐

Shem Tov. In Koppel's text, Moses is presented as

velopment vis-à-vis the hegemonic religion, the

both human and divine, reflecting a common con‐

Eastern Orthodox Church. It argues that "Hasidic
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works. The first Hasidic text to appear in print,
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Eastern Orthodox Christianity" (p. 52). However,

tains the notion of "superhuman potential." Magid

what seems to be a sensible comparative ap‐

thus gives an array of examples regarding the di‐

proach puts into question Magid's repeated argu‐

vine/human nexus in Hasidism, and asks in con‐

ment regarding the lack of interest by Hasidic

clusion "whether Hasidism is an illustration of a

masters in Christianity. Rather than a Judaism

modern Judaism emerging without the apologetic
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most influential and well-known Hasidic masters,
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openly in opposition to a text, any text..., and sug‐
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gested that 'redemption' ... could only occur when
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throughout the years. Nahman is considered an
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115). Bornstein, in contrast to Buber, expressed a

tween those religions and a third—Islam—with‐

very negative attitude toward Jesus and presented

out giving into romanticism, would make a valu‐

him as a demonic figure. But for both thinkers, Je‐

able contribution and an important exercise of

sus becomes a prominent figure for Israel. For

academic freedom.

Bornstein, he plays the role of the purifier of Is‐

Note

rael, thus in reverse, he is key to its redemption.

[1]. Yeshayahu Leibowitz, Yahadut, Am Yehu‐

Bornstein and Buber shared "the idea that Jesus is

di u-Medinat Yisrael [Judaism, Jewish People, and

a necessary part of the spiritual and historical de‐

the State of Israel] (Tel-Aviv: Schoken, 1975),

velopment of the Jews" (p. 135).

335-336.

The last chapter addresses twentieth-century
thinkers, who operated before and after the war.
Magid laments the fact that "although Hasidism
began in the late eighteenth century around the
time of Moses Mendelssohn..., it is rarely included
in studies or courses on modern Jewish thought"
(p. 140). The two thinkers from before the war, H.
J. Schoeps and Leo Baeck, Magid characterizes as
apologists who stressed the difference between
the two religions; while the two postwar thinkers,
Michael Wyschogrod and Elliot Wolfson, set to
"reassess the affinities between Judaism and
Christianity on theological and hermeneutical
grounds" (p. 141). Magid, who identifies with the
latter pair, argues, for example, that Baeck's con‐
cept of "romantic religion" applies just as much to
Hasidism as it does to Christianity, but Baeck did
not consider Hasidism in this regard. In the last
two thinkers, Magid sees scholars who enjoyed
academic freedom "not bound by communal ex‐
pectations and societal needs to advocate for their
own subject" (p. 168), which explains their ability
to expose sameness where others saw only dis‐
tinctiveness.
Hasidism Incarnate offers a unique explo‐
ration of sensitive subjects, stressing the affinities
between

two

religions

widely

perceived

as

staunch adversaries. Focusing on the Hasidic
strand of Judaism, a strict orthodox sect, creates
for Magid the space to make provocative argu‐
ments without giving the impression that he is a
proponent of the problematic "Judeo-Christian
culture" school of thought. An inquiry that would
further challenge the categorical distinctions be‐
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